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2. C S-SS) I began this session with a firm. command to myself to 
be restricted to only American flagged vessels experiencing 
troubles in the Gulf of Horm~z during the period of 6-30 SEP 87. 

3. There were no perceptions gained the en i"'\ month, except 
for· a slight. "funny bitterness 11 arou d the 15th. / ;,;.. -¥-

4. I then tasked myself to i nvesti gat -...:i1,fp.=:essi on, but did 
not go into it in the ~ggressive 11 Ingo" manner of cueing the 
signal line with the pin in certain columns. I simply let myself 
"settle in and find it". The resulting perceptions were as 
follows: 

a. I found myself on the deck of~~) looking out at 
some disturbance at sea, but ~s~ far distant to 
gain any details. There was an experience of worry, and 
a feeling of "waiting to know what to do 11

• 

b. 

c. 

d. 

I was then aware of a feeling that I should investigate 
behind my present location. 

There was an immediate visual of a light grey "machine" 
which seemed to have a circular wire mesh grillwork 
opening in its top (see drawing, page 1). I got the 
i~pression that it was somehow made to look like the 
s~rrounding machines, but was not really like them in its 
f~nction. The room in which it was located was sectioned 
olf by <partitions?) (see drawing, page 5). The area. 
f om which it was sectioned off had machines, as well, 
b tt they were not of the same type. 

T ere were several wires leading out of the back of the 
mlchine into what seemed to be a vertical shaft or space 
bJtween the walls (see drawing, top of page 3). This 
v~rtical space dropped downward for a considerable (it 
s~emed t.o me) distance. At one point, the wires turned 
o4f to the side, but I could see on further down the 
sijaft to a dimly lit area below which contained a very 
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large "thing". This "thing" was definitely OD in color 
and looked very much (AOL> like an anchor, lying on the 
floor of the lower room which was visible from the shaft. 

e. An attempt to find out where the wires led to did not 
produce a drawing showing the relationship of the 
destination to the origin, but did produce a "closeup" of 
the destination, itself. This "closeup" gave the 
impression of being a make-shift setup, tied in to a 
large dark grey machine (see drawing, bottom of page 3). 
There had originally been some bright red wires tied into 
the large dark grey machine, but they seemed to have been 
disconnected in order to plug in the black wires from the 
machine originally seen. 

f. The large dark grey machine into which the wires led is 
tall, squarish, thing (AOL: about the size and shape of 
the large tape readers one sees in the old large computer 
centers>. The front of the machine showed a silvery area 
which I tried to AOL into a tape recorder, but the AOL 
didn't fit, and I dropped that line of investigation. I 
then went into the inside of the machine where the wires 
led in. The bottom part of the machine is empty space, 
with circuitry above that which is positioned with the 
components facing downward. The components a.re large and 
of very old style. They are dusty and smell like the wax 
which used to be used on the old style components. This 
is definitely pre-microcircuitry electronics. 

5. After i:ormally ending the session (on paper), I began to look 
back ever what I had done and began to get the (totally 
an~'llytic:al . g that the trouble which will be expe~-Of"I-.........., 
:>r about the_ 15th will ha':"e. s<:3mething ~o d~ wi:-h. this ~: .. r:1~':a.':. 
1nvolv~ t 1 cal host1llt1es, and 1ts l_[la.bllJty....:l;;,o -
d5'ifimunLc:a e the .. S1o·it1.1.ation, or receive furtRer instrLictions, due 
td"'"t:rre problems of thl.s set of machines. If this is so, I do not 
feel that this equipment failure will have serious consequences 
in this instance, but should bring to someone's attention that, 
had the ship actually been involved in the local incident, it 
would have been totally incapable of letting anyone know. 

6. (8/88) Viewer's critique: I have mixed feelings About this 
session. It was conducted in a different manner than I am used 
to, but. the..~ contents "felt" very reliable. The after-session 
an~'llysd.ir.1 also "felt" good, but then it is the nature of AOL to 
make sense and feel right and good, so I report my after-session 
analysys with the caveat that it is probably total garbage. 
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